Parity games play an important role in model checking and synthesis. In their paper, Calude et al. have recently shown that these games can be solved in quasi-polynomial time. We show that their algorithm can be implemented efficiently: we use their data structure as a progress measure, allowing for a backward implementation instead of a complete unravelling of the game. To achieve this, a number of changes have to be made to their techniques, where the main one is to add power to the antagonistic player that allows for determining her rational move without changing the outcome of the game. We provide a first implementation for a quasi-polynomial algorithm, test it on small examples, and provide a number of side results, including minor algorithmic improvements, a quasi-bi-linear complexity in the number of states and edges for a fixed number of colours, matching lower bounds for the algorithm of Calude et al., and a complexity index associated to our approach, which we compare to the recently proposed register index.
token around the graph until a cycle is formed. Each vertex is labelled with an integer colour, and the winner is determined by the parity of the largest colour that appears on the cycle: player Even wins if it is an even colour, and player odd wins otherwise.
Parity games have been the focus of intense study [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 10, 11, 13, [20] [21] [22] 25, [27] [28] [29] 31, [34] [35] [36] 39, 41] , in part due to their practical applications. Solving parity games is the central and most expensive step in many model checking [1, 8, 9, 11, 24, 40] , satisfiability checking [24, 33, 38, 40] , and synthesis [19, 30, 32] algorithms.
Parity games have also attracted attention due to their unusual complexity status. The problem of determining the winner of a parity game is known to lie in UP ∩ co-UP [23] , so the problem is very unlikely to be NP-complete. However, despite much effort, no polynomial time algorithm has been devised for the problem. Determining the exact complexity of solving a parity game is a major open problem.
Three main classes of algorithms have been developed for solving parity games in practice. The recursive algorithm [28, 41] , which despite being one of the oldest algorithms, has been found to be quite competitive in practice [15] . Strategy improvement algorithms use a local search technique [39] , similar to the simplex method for linear programming and policy iteration algorithms for solving Markov decision pro-cesses. Progress measure algorithms define a measure that captures the winner of the game, and then use value iteration techniques to find it [22] . Each of these algorithms has inspired lines of further research, all of which have contributed to our understanding of parity games. Unfortunately, all of them are known to have exponential worst-case complexity.
Recently, Calude et al. [6] have provided a quasipolynomial time algorithm for solving parity games that runs in time O(n log(c)+6 ), where c denotes the number of priorities used in the game. Previously, the best known algorithm for parity games was a deterministic sub-exponential algorithm [21] , which could solve parity games in n O( √ n) time, so this new result represents a significant advance in our understanding of parity games.
Their approach is to provide a compact witness that can be used to decide whether player Even wins a play. Traditionally, one must store the entire history of a play, so that when the players construct a cycle, we can easily find the largest priority on that cycle. The key observation of Calude et al. [6] is that a witness of poly-logarithmic size can be used instead. This allows them to simulate a parity game on an alternating Turing machine that uses poly-logarithmic space, which leads to a deterministic algorithm that uses quasi-polynomial time and space.
This new result has already inspired follow-up work. Jurdziński and Lazić [20] have developed an adaptation of the classical small progress measures algorithm [22] that runs in quasi-polynomial time. Their approach is to provide a succinct encoding of a small progress measure, which is very different from the succinct encoding developed by Calude et al. [6] . The key advantage of using progress measures as a base for the algorithm is that it avoids the quasi-polynomial space requirement of the algorithm of Calude et al., instead providing an algorithm that runs in quasi-polynomial time and near linear space.
Our contribution In this paper, we develop a progress measure-based algorithm for solving parity games that uses the succinct witnesses of Calude et al. [6] . These witnesses were designed to be used in a forward manner, which means that they are updated as we move along a play of the game. Our key contribution is to show that these witnesses can also be used in a backward manner, by processing the play backward from a certain point. This allows us to formulate a value iteration algorithm that uses (backward versions of) the witnesses of Calude et al. [6] directly.
The outcome of this is to provide a second algorithm for parity games that runs in quasi-polynomial time and near linear space. We provide a comprehensive complexity analysis of this algorithm, which is more detailed than the one given by Calude et al. [6] for the original algorithm. In particular, we show that our algorithm provides 1. a quasi-bi-linear running time for a fixed number of colours, O(mn log(n) c−1 ); 2. a quasi-bi-linear FPT bound, e.g. O(mna(n) log log n ), where any other quasi-constant function can be used to replace the inverse Ackermann function a; and 3. an improved upper bound for a high number of colours, O(m · h · n c 1.45 +log 2 (h) )
for parity games with m edges, n vertices, and c colours, where h = 1+c/ log(n) and the constant c 1.45 = log 2 e < 1.45. We also provide an argument that parity games with O(log n) colours can be solved in polynomial time.
The complexity bounds (1) of our algorithm only match the bounds for the algorithm of Jurdziński and Lazić [20] , while (2) and (3) are new. Moreover, we believe that it is interesting that the witnesses of Calude et al. [6] can be used in this way. The history of research into parity games has shown that ideas from the varying algorithms for parity games can often spur on further research. Our result and the work of Jurdziński and Lazić show that there are two very different ways of succinctly encoding the information that is needed to decide the winner in a parity game, and that both of them can be applied in value iteration algorithms. Moreover, implementing our progress measure is easier, as standard representations of the colours can be used. We have implemented our algorithm, and we provide some experimental results in the last section.
We introduce additionally a natural index, the au-index, which serves as a measure of complexity for solving a parity game using our progress measure. We present a variation of our main algorithm that runs in polynomial time when the auindex is taken as a fixed parameter of the instance. Moreover, we compare the au-index with the recently introduced register index introduced by Lehtinen [26] . The latter is another complexity index for parity games. Through this index, an alternative quasi-polynomial time algorithm for solving parity games was constructed by the author. We show that our au-index always exceeds the register index, which yields an alternative proof for the fact that the register index is at most log n + 1, as shown previously in [26] through an entirely different argument.
Finally, we present a lower bound for our algorithm, and for the algorithm of Calude et al. [6] . We derive a family of examples upon which both of the algorithms achieve their worst-case-quasi-polynomial-running time. These are simple single player games.
Since the present paper has appeared in a preliminary form as [12] , we briefly outline the contribution of this paper with respect to the preliminary conference version: The paper has been extended with a detailed analysis (and a correction) on how to compute an update of a witness in both the basic update game and the antagonistic update game. Section 9 is also entirely new, which considers the length of the witness that is required for determining the winner of a parity game as a measure of complexity for solving said parity game. This complexity measure is compared in particular with the register index, and an alternative proof is given for why the register index is at most log n +1. Lastly, additional experiments have been done, which are reported on in Sect. 11, where the algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 7 (in the new Sect. 9) is evaluated.
Preliminaries
N denotes the set of positive natural numbers {1, 2, 3, . . .}. Parity games are turn-based zero-sum games played between two players-Even and Odd, or maximiser and minimiserover finite graphs. A parity game P is a tuple (V e , V o , E, C, φ), where (V = V e ∪V o , E) is a finite directed graph with the set of vertices V partitioned into a set V e of vertices controlled by player Even and a set V o of vertices controlled by player Odd, E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges, C = {1, . . . , c} is the set of the first c natural numbers for some c ∈ N, which we refer to as the colours, and φ : V → C is the colour mapping. We require that every vertex has at least one outgoing edge.
A parity game P is played between the two players, Even and Odd, by moving a token along the edges of the graph. A play of such a game starts by placing a token on some initial vertex v 0 ∈ V . The player controlling this vertex then chooses a successor vertex v 1 such that (v 0 , v 1 ) ∈ E and the token is moved to this successor vertex. In the next turn, the player controlling the vertex v 1 chooses the successor vertex v 2 with (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ E and the token is moved accordingly. Both players move the token over the arena in this manner and thus form a play of the game. Formally, a play of a game P is an infinite sequence of vertices v 0 , v 1 , . . . ∈ V ω such that, for all i ≥ 0, we have that (v i , v i+1 ) ∈ E. We write Plays P (v) for the set of plays of the game P that start from a vertex v ∈ V and Plays P for the set of plays of the game. We omit the subscript when the arena is clear from the context. We extend the colour mapping φ : V → C from vertices to plays by defining the mapping φ :
A strategy for player Even is a function σ : V * V e → V such that v, σ (ρ, v) ∈ E for all ρ ∈ V * and v ∈ V e . A strategy σ is called memoryless if σ only depends on the last state (σ (ρ, v) = σ (ρ , v) for all ρ, ρ ∈ V * and v ∈ V e ). A play v 0 , v 1 , . . . is consistent with σ if, for every initial sequence ρ n = v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n of the play that ends in a state of player Even (v n ∈ V e ), σ (ρ n ) = v n+1 holds.
It is well known that the following conditions are equivalent: Player Even wins the game starting at v 0 if she has a strategy σ that satisfies that (1) , and σ must be memoryless; or 4. as (2) , and σ must be memoryless.
We use different criteria in the technical part, choosing the one that is most convenient.
An example of a parity game is depicted in Fig. 1 , which depicts a game arena where the vertices are labelled by their colours, and the controlling player of a vertex is indicated by its shape: squares for player Even, and circles for player Odd.
QP algorithms
We discuss a variation of the algorithm of Calude et al. [6] .
In a nutshell, the algorithm keeps a data structure, the witnesses, that encodes the existence of sequences of "good" events. This intuitively qualifies witnesses as a measure of progress in the construction of a winning cycle. This intuition does not fully hold, as winning cycles are not normally identified immediately, but it gives a good intuition of the guarantees the data structure provides.
In [6] , witnesses are used to track information in an alternating machine. As they are quite succinct (they have only logarithmically many entries in the number of vertices of the game, and each entry only requires logarithmic space in the number of colours), this entails the quasi-polynomial complexity.
We have made this data structure accessible for value iteration, using it in a similar way as classical progress measures. This requires a-simple-argument that witnesses can be used in a backward analysis of a run just as well as in a forward analysis. This, in turn, requires a twist in the updating rule that allows for rational decisions. For this, we equip the data structure with an order and show that the same game is still won by the same player if the antagonist can increase the value in every step. 
Witnesses We define C _ = C ∪ {_} to be the set of colours augmented with the _ symbol. A witness is a sequence
of length k + 1-we will later see that k = log 2 (e) is big enough, where e is the number of vertices with an even colour-where each element b i ∈ C _ , and that satisfies the following properties.
-Witnessing There exists a family of i-witnesses, one for each element b i with b i = _. We refer to such an iwitness in the run ρ. We will refer to this witness as
-Dominating colour For each b i = _, we have that It should be noted that the i-witnesses associated with each position b i are not stored in the witness, but in order for a sequence to be a witness, the corresponding i-witnesses must exist.
Observe that the dominating colour property combined with the ordered sequences property imply that the colours in a witness are monotonically increasing (as a function of the index), since each colour b j (weakly) dominates all colours that appear afterwards in ρ.
Forward and backward witnesses So far, we have described forward witnesses, which were introduced in [6] . In this paper, we introduce the concept of backward witnesses, and an ordering over these witnesses, which will be used in our main result. Order on witnesses We first introduce an order over the set C _ that captures the following requirements: even numbers are better than odd numbers, and all numbers are better than _. Among the even numbers, higher numbers are better than smaller ones, while among the odd numbers, smaller numbers are better than higher numbers. Then, we define an order over witnesses. This order compares two witnesses lexicographically, starting from b k and working downwards, and for each individual position the entries are compared using . We also define a special witness won which is than any other witness. Then, given an index j < i such that even(b, j) = 1, observe that the outer domination property ensures that
So, when we concatenate the i-witness with the j-witness we still obtain an even chain. Thus, ρ must contain an even chain of length value(b).
Let e = |{v ∈ V : φ(v) is even }| be the number of vertices with even colours in the game. Observe that, if we have an even chain whose length is strictly greater than e, then ρ must contain a cycle, since there must be at least one vertex with even colour that has been visited at least twice. Moreover, the largest priority on this cycle must be even, so this is a winning cycle for player Even. Thus, for player Even to win the parity game, it is sufficient for him to force a play that has a witness whose value is strictly greater than e. 
Updating forward witnesses
We now show how forward witnesses can be constructed incrementally by processing the play one vertex at a time. Throughout this subsection, we will suppose that we have a play ρ = v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v m , and a new vertex v m+1 that we would like to append to ρ to create ρ . We will use c = φ(v m+1 ) to denote the colour of this new vertex. We will suppose that b = b k , b k−1 , . . . , b 1 , b 0 is a witness for ρ, and we will construct a witness
We present three lemmas that allow us to perform this task. To complete the proof, we must argue that there is a jwitness that corresponds to d j . This witness is obtained by concatenating the i-witnesses corresponding to the numbers b i for i < j, and then adding the vertex v m+1 as the final position. This produces a sequence of length 1 + j−1 i=0 2 i = 2 j as required. Since all b i with i < j were even, the evenness condition is satisfied. For inner domination, observe that the outer domination of each i-witness ensures that the gaps between the concatenated sequences are inner dominated, and the fact that b 0 dominates sequence v p 0,1 , . . . , v m ensures that the final subsequence is also dominated by b 0 or c. Outer domination is trivial, since v m+1 is the last vertex in ρ . So, we have constructed a j-witness for ρ , and we have shown that d is a witness for ρ .
Note that, differently from Calude et al. [6] , we also allow this operation to be performed in the case where c is odd. To complete the proof, we must argue that setting d j = c is valid. Observe that in ρ, the j-witness associated with b j ends at a certain position p = p j,2 j . We can create a new j-witness for ρ by instead setting p j,2 j = m + 1, that is, we change the last position of the j-witness to point to the newly added vertex. Note that inner domination continues to hold, since c > b j = φ(v p ) and since v p outer dominated ρ. All other properties trivially hold, and so d is a witness for ρ . Proof Since c ≤ b j for all j, the outer domination of every i-witness implied by b is not changed. Moreover, no other property of a witness is changed by the inclusion of v m+1 , so by setting d = b we obtain a witness for ρ .
When we want to update a witness upon scanning another state v m+1 , we find the largest witness that (according to ) can be obtained by applying Lemmas 3-5.
For a given witness b and a vertex v m+1 , we denote by -ru(b, v m+1 ) the raw update of the witness to d, as obtained by the update rules described above. For convenience, we alternatively write this as ru(b, c) where
≤ e (where e is the number of vertices with even colour), or up(b, v m+1 ) = won otherwise.
In [6] , the above three update rules are used with the only difference being that the rule corresponding to Lemma 3 is only applied when c is even. In our version of the update rules, this operation can also be applied when c is odd. As the raw update is defined by choosing among all update rules the one that yields the -largest witness, we can prove that the update rule of Lemma 5, which leaves the witness unchanged, never needs to be applied to obtain ru(b, c) from b. Given that b is a valid witness, we obtain the inequality c = b j ≤ b j = b j . We now distinguish two cases. In case c = b j , then all the even numbers b j −1 , . . . , b j must be at least c (because b is a valid witness), and since c is odd we infer that j = j − 1 where b j < c. This means that the update rule corresponding to Lemma 4 is applicable at index j and b b .
Lemma 6
The above insights lead to the following corollary, which characterises which of the two update rules are used in which cases. 
Corollary 1

Basic update game
With these update rules, we define a forward and a backward basic update game. The game is played between player Even and player Odd. In this game, player Even and player Odd produce a play of the game as usual: if the token is on a position of player Even, then player Even selects a successor, and if the pebble is on a position of player odd, then player Odd selects a successor. Player Even can stop any time she likes and evaluate the game using b 0 = _, . . . , _ as a starting point and the update rule 
Theorem 1 If player Even has a strategy to win the (forward or backward) basic update game, then she has a strategy to win the parity game.
Proof By definition, we can only have b n+1 = won if at some point we created a witness whose value was more than the total number of even colours in the game. As we have argued, such a witness implies that a cycle has been created, and that the largest priority on the cycle is even. Since player Even can achieve this no matter what player Odd does, this implies that player Even has a winning strategy for the parity game.
The data structure for the progress measure
Recall that there are two obstacles in implementing the algorithm of Calude et al. [6] as a value iteration algorithm. The first (and minor) obstacle is that it uses forward witnesses, while value iteration naturally uses backward witnesses. We have already addressed this point by introducing the same measure for a backward analysis. The second obstacle is the lack of an order over witnesses that is compatible with value iteration. While we have introduced an order in the previous sections, this order is not a natural order. In particular, it is not preserved under update, nor does it agree with the order over values. As a simple example, consider the following two sequences: -b = _, 4, 2, and
hold. Yet, when using the update rules when traversing a state with colour 6, b is updated to b = 6, _, _,, while d is updated to d = 9, 8, 6. While d b held prior to the update, d b holds after the update. Value iteration, however, needs a natural order that will allow us to choose the successor with the higher value.
We overcome this problem by allowing the antagonist in our game, player odd, an extra move: prior to executing the update rule for a value b, player Odd may increase the witness b in the ordering. The corresponding antagonistic update is defined as follows. We will from now on refer to the raw update rules of Sect. 3.1 as follows.
Definition 1
We name the update rules corresponding to Lemmas 3 and 4 as follows.
-We use the term update rule 1 for the update rule corresponding to Lemma 3; -We use the term update rule 2 for the update rule corresponding to Lemma 4; -If ru(b, c) can be obtained from b both by an application of update rule 1 and 2 (i.e. applying either update rule yields the same result), then we will regard this as an application of update rule 2.
For the remainder of this section, let b be a witness, v be a vertex, and c = φ(v). We will establish a way to conveniently compute au(b, c) from b and c. Note that by Corollary 1, Definition 1 implies the following, which we will use in the proofs below:
Corollary 2 Update rule 1 is solely applied on an index that contains _ or an odd value exceeding c. Hence applying rule 1 to a witness results in a witness that is -higher.
We will first study in which cases it holds that au(b, v) = up(b, v). For this to hold, it must be that the "antagonist" can choose some value d such that up(d, v) up(b, v). The following lemma is straightforward and shows that we can resort to studying the raw update ru rather than up. 
If update rule 2 would have been used to obtain ru(b, c) from b, then d i = b i < c, so then neither rule 1 nor 2 could have been used to update d on any index j < i, which is a contradiction. This means that update rule 1 was used to obtain ru(b, c) from b, and particularly that b 0 is even and d 0 b 0 is even. In turn, this means that applying update rule 1 on d results in ru(b, c) which is by assumption -larger than ru(d, c). This is a contradiction, as ru(d, c) is defined as the -largest witness that can be obtained by applying any of the two update rules.
-If j > i, the situation is that 
Using the above lemma, we may now provide a concrete efficient way to compute au(b, c).
Definition 2
Let c be either a colour or _. We denote by succ (c) the immediate successor of c in the -ordering.
Let b be a witness, j be an index, and , c) , unless the exceptional case holds that c is odd, c is not the lowest colour, and there is a maximal index h such that b h = c. In the latter case it holds that
We start by proving our claim for the exceptional case. . . . , b h+1 , c, . . . , b h +1 , c, _, . . ., where we note that for the last equality to hold we take into account the first point of Lemma This finishes the proof.
Lemma 11 Suppose c is odd and not the lowest colour, and suppose that there is a maximal index h such that b
In the following lemma, we show that it suffices for the antagonist to consider as an antagonistic choice just the witness 
The above establishes that
Assuming that j = h and d j = s, it holds that d j s because of the definition of s as the minimal raisable colour. We will again distinguish a lot of cases. 
Antagonistic update game
The antagonistic update game is played like the basic update game, but uses the antagonistic update rule, i.e. player Even and odd execute a play of the game as usual: if the token is on a position of player Even, then player Even selects a successor, and if the token is on a position of player odd, then player Odd selects a successor.
Player Even can stop any time she likes and evaluate the game using b 0 = _, . . . , _ as a starting point and the update rule _, 6, 1 ). Note that from the above sequences of updates it is easy to deduce the witness of a shorter prefix only in the case of forward evaluation, e.g. (_, _, 6 ) is the witness associated to forward evaluation of prefix (1, 6), which simply occurs as a second element in the above sequence of antagonistic updates. However, the witness resulting from backward evaluation of prefix 1, 6 does not occur in the above sequence and has to be recomputed (which will result in witness (_, 5, 1)).
Theorem 2 If player
Even has a strategy to win the (forward or backward) antagonistic update game, then she has a strategy to win the parity game.
Proof
We first look at the evaluation of a play ρ + = v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n or ρ − = v n , v n−1 , . . . , v 0 in a forward or backward game, respectively. In an antagonistic game, this will lead to a sequence a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n+1 , while it leads to a  sequence b 0 , b 1 , . . . , b n+1 when using the basic update rule. We show by induction that b i a i holds.
For an induction basis, b 0 = a 0 = _, . . . , _.
For the induction step, if b i a i , then
Thus, when player Even wins the (forward or backward) antagonistic update game, then she wins the (forward or backward) basic update game using the same strategy.
It remains to show that, if player Even has a strategy to win the parity games, then she has a strategy to win the antagonistic update game. For this, we will use the fact that she can, in this case, make sure that the highest number that occurs infinitely often on a run is even. We exploit this in two steps. We first introduce a ↓ x operator, for every even number x, that removes all but possibly one entry with numbers smaller than x, and adjust the one that possibly remains to x − 1. We then argue that, when there are no higher numbers than x, this value of the witnesses obtained after this operator are non-decreasing w.r.t. , and increase strictly with every occurrence of x.
Formally we define, for a witness b = b k , b k−1 , . . . , b 0 and an even number x, the following.
, and b j = _ for all j < i.
Lemma 13
The ↓ x operator provides the following guarantees: Proof Player Even can play such that the highest colour that occurs in a run infinitely many times is even. She can thus in particular play to make sure that, at some point in the run, an even colour x has occurred more often than the size of the image of ↓ x after the last occurrence of a priority higher than x. By Lemma 13, evaluating the forward or backward antagonistic update game at this point will lead to a win of player Even.
These results directly provide the correctness of all four games described. 
Corollary 4 Player
Value iteration
The antagonistic update game offers a direct connection to value iteration. For value iteration, we use a progress measure, a function ι : V → W, where W denotes the set of possible backward witnesses. That is, a progress measure assigns a backward witness to each vertex. A progress measure is called consistent if it cannot be lifted at any vertex v ∈ V . The minimal consistent progress measure ι min is the smallest (w.r.t. the partial order in the natural lattice defined by pointwise comparison) progress measure that satisfies
As an example, consider a very simple parity game with three colours and three vertices v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , where φ(v i ) = i for all i. Vertices v 3 and v 2 are controlled by the even player and v 1 is controlled by the odd player. There are four arcs: v 1 ), (v 3 , v 1 ). When starting with the progress measure that assigns all vertices the minimal witness (_, _). After the first lift operation, all three witnesses change, and we obtain the progress measure ι(
. For the second iteration operation, it is easy to verify that no further vertex can be lifted, so the minimal consistent progress measure is attained after a single lift. Indeed, the odd player (trivially) wins everywhere in this parity game.
As au(b, v) is monotone in b by definition and the state space is finite, we get the following.
Lemma 14 The minimal consistent progress measure ι min is well defined.
Proof First, a consistent progress measure always exists: the function that maps all states to won is a consistent progress measure.
Second if we have two consistent progress measures ι and ι , then the pointwise minimum ι : v → min {ι(v), ι (v)} is a consistent progress measure. To see this, we assume w.l.o.
g. that ι(v) ι (v).
For
As the state space is finite, we get the minimal consistent progress measure as a pointwise minimum of all consistent progress measures.
Moreover, we can compute the minimal consistent progress measure by starting with the initial progress measure ι 0 , which maps all vertices to the minimal witness _, . . . , _, and iteratively applying lifting.
Lemma 15 The minimal consistent progress measure ι min can be obtained by any sequence of lift operations on liftable positions, starting from ι 0 .
Proof We show that, for any sequence ι 0 , ι 1 , . . . , ι n of progress measures constructed by a sequence of lift operations, for all v ∈ V , and for all i ≤ n,
For the induction basis, ι 0 (v) is the minimal element for all v ∈ V , such that ι 0 (v) ι min (v) holds trivially.
For the induction step, let V i ⊆ V be a set of liftable positions for ι i and ι i+1 = lift(ι i , V i ). We now make the following case distinction.
This closes the induction step. While we have proven that the value of the progress measures cannot surpass the value of ι min at any vertex, each liftable progress measure ι i is succeeded by a progress measure ι i+1 , which is nowhere smaller, and strictly increasing for some vertices. Thus, this sequence terminates eventually by reaching a non-liftable progress measure. But non-liftable progress measures are consistent.
Thus, we eventually reach a consistent progress measure ι n which is pointwise no larger than ι min , i.e. we eventually reach ι min .
Once it is established that ι min (v) = won holds, it is straightforward to obtain a winning strategy of player Even in the antagonistic update game.
Lemma 16 If ι min (v) = won, then player Even has a strategy to win the antagonistic update game when starting from v.
Proof We can construct the strategy in the following way: starting in state v n = v, where n is the length of the play we will create, player Even selects for a state v i ∈ V e with i > 0 a successor
Note that such a successor must always exist. Note also that,
Assume that player Even selects a successor from her vertices as described above, and v n , v n−1 , . . . , v 0 is a play created this way. Let b 0 = _, . . . , _ be the minimal element of W, and
For the induction basis, we have b 0 = ι 0 (v 0 ) by definition. For the induction step, we have
Thus, we get b n ι n (v n ) = won, and player Even wins the antagonistic update game.
At the same time, player Even cannot win from any vertex v with ι min (v) = won, and ι min provides a witness strategy for player Odd for this.
Lemma 17 Player Even cannot win from any vertex v with ι min (v) = won, and ι min provides a witness strategy for player Odd.
Proof We recall that the construction of ι min by Lemma 15 provides
The latter provides the existence of some particular successor s of v with ι min (v) au(ι min (s), v) . The witness strategy of player Odd is to always choose such a vertex.
Let ρ = v n , v n−1 , v n−2 , . . . , v 1 be a sequence obtained by any strategy of player Even from a starting vertex v n with ι min (v n ) = won, such that player Even chooses to evaluate the backward antagonistic update game after ρ, and ρ, v 0 an extension in line with the strategy of player Odd.
We first observe that 
Complexity
We use natural representation for the set of colours as integers written in binary, encoding the _ as 0. The first observation is that the number of individual lift operations is, for each vertex, limited to |W|, the number of witnesses.
Lemma 18 For each vertex, the number of lift operations is restricted to |W|. The overall number of lift operations is restricted to |V | · |W|. The number of lift operations an edge (or: source or target vertex of an edge, respectively) is involved in is restricted to |W|. Summing up over all edges and over the number of lift operations, their target or source vertex is involved in amounts to O(|E| · |W|).
A simple implementation can track, for each vertex, the information which position in the witness is the next one that would need to be updated to trigger a lift along an edge, and, using a binary representation in line with , which bit in the representation of this position has to change to consider triggering an update. (Intuitively the most significant bit that separates the current value from the next value to trigger an update.)
Obviously, the most expensive path to ι min is for each position to go through all values of |W| in this case. But in this case, tracking the information mentioned in the previous section reduces the average cost of an update to O (1) . The information that we store for this is, for each vertex, the current witness that represents its current value before and after executing the antagonistic update, and the next value that would lead to a lift operation on the antagonistic value.
For each incoming edge, the position and bit that need to be increased to trigger the next lift operation for this vertex are also stored.
Example 1
We look at a vertex v with one outgoing edge to its successor vertex s. We have 7 different colours, 2 through 8. Vertex v has colour 2.
We use a representation that follows the -order and thus maps _ to 0, 7 to 1, 5 to 2, 3 to 3, 2 to 4, 4 to 5, 6 to 6, 8 to 7. That is, we use the numbers 0 to 7 in order to represent the ranking of the colours (and _) in the -order.
Assume that s has currently a witness
To obtain a witness for v, we calculate c = au(b, v) = 6, 5, 2, which is represented as c = c 2 , c 1 , c 0 = 6, 2, 4. The next higher value a b such that au(a, v)
The lowest position i with a i > b i is for position i = 1, and the difference occurs in the middle bit ( a 1 = 2 = 010 2 and b 1 = 0 = 000 2 ).
For the edge from v to s, we can store after the update that we only need to consider an update from s if it increases at least the position b 1 of the witness for s. If b 1 is changed, we only have to consider the change if the update is at least to the value represented as 2 ( b 1 ≥ 2), and thus b 1 5. For all smaller updates of the witness of s, no update of the witness of v needs to be considered.
Assuming members of W can be concisely represented in a way where the -order, successor, etc., can be efficiently found (as is the case for most of our results), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4 For a parity game with n vertices and m edges, the algorithm can be implemented to run in O(m · |W|) time
and O(n · log |W| + m log log |W|) space.
Note that the log log |W| information per edge is only required to allow for a discounted update cost of O (1) . It can be traded for a log |W| increase in the running time. This leaves the estimation of |W|.
To improve the complexity especially in the relevant lower range of colours, we first look into reducing the size of W, and then look into keeping the discounted update complexity low. We make three observations that can be used to reduce the size of W; they can be integrated in the overall proof, starting with the raw and basic update steps.
The first observation is that, if the highest colour is the odd colour o max , then we do not need to represent this colour: if φ(v) = o max and b = won, then up(b, v) contains only _ and o max entries. Moreover, _ and o max entries behave in exactly the same way. This is not surprising: o max is the most powerful colour, and a state with colour o max cannot occur on a winning cycle.
The second observation is that, if the lowest colour is the odd colour o min , then we can ignore it during all update steps without violating the correctness arguments. (In fact, this colour cannot occur at all when using the update rules suggested in Calude et al. [6] .)
Finally, we observe that, for the least relevant entry b 0 of an witness b, it does not matter if this entry contains _ or an odd value. We can therefore simply not use odd values at this position. (Using the third observation has no impact on the complexity of the problem, but still approximately halves the size of W, and is therefore useful in practice.)
We call the number of different colours, not counting the maximal and minimal colour if they are odd, the number r of relevant colours. In particular, we get the following complexity for a constant number of colours.
Lemma 19 For a parity game with r relevant colours and e vertices with even colour, and thus with length l
Theorem 5 A parity game with r relevant colours, n vertices, m edges, and e vertices with even colour can be solved in time
O e · m · (log(e) + r ) r −1 /(r − 1)! and space O n · log(e) · log(r ) + m · log(log(e) · log(r )) .
We use that the length l = log 2 (e + 1) of the witnesses is logarithmic in e.
This also provides us with a strong fixed parameter tractability result: when we fix the number of colours to some constant c, we maintain a quasi-bi-linear complexity in the number of edges and the number of vertices. If we fix, e.g. a monotonously growing quasi-constant function qc (like the inverse Ackermann function), then Theorem 5 shows that, as soon as qc(n) ≥ c, and thus almost everywhere and in particular in the limit, have
Corollary 5 Parity games are fixed parameter tractable, using the number of colours as their parameter, with complexity O m ·n·qc(n) log log n for an arbitrary quasi-constant qc, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of vertices.
For a "high" number of colours, we can improve the estimation: if r ≥ l 2 , then the case i = l dominates the overall cost, such that |W| ∈ O l + r − 1 l . We use the constant c 1.45 = lim h→∞ log 2 (1 + 1/h) · h = log 2 e < 1.45, where e ≈ 2.718 is the Euler number; using that (1 + 1/h) h < e and thus log 2 (1 + 1/h) · h < c 1.45 holds for all h ∈ N.
Theorem 6 For a parity game with r relevant colours, m edges, and e vertices with even colour, and thus length l
Proof To estimate W, we again start with analysing the size of l + r − 1 l .
We note that l + r − 1 ≤ h · l, such that we can estimate this value by drawing l out of h · l.
The number of all ways to choose l = log(e + 1) out of h · l numbers can, by the Wikipedia page on binomial coefficients and the inequality using the entropy in there (also can be found in [2] ), be bounded by
The estimation uses that log(1+1/(h−1))·(h−1) < c 1.45 holds for all h ∈ N.
Theorem 4 now provides O(m · h · e 1+c 1.45 +log 2 (h) ) time bound. If the number of colours is high (r > l 2 ), then This allows for identifying a class of parity games that can be solved in polynomial time.
Corollary 6 Parity games where the number c of colours is logarithmically bounded by the number e of vertices with even colour (c ∈ O(log e)) can be solved in polynomial time.
9 Witness length as an index of complexity Lehtinen [26] introduces the notion of register index of a parity game, which is a natural number associated to a parity game and is intended as a measure of the complexity of solving it. Lehtinen compares the register index to two other previously proposed measures of complexity for parity games: entanglement and the Rabin index. Moreover, the author proves that the register index of every parity game is at most log n + 1, and that a parity game of register index k with n vertices is equivalent to a parity game that has 4n|C| k vertices with 2k + 1 colours, where C is the set of colours of the original parity game. Together with, e.g. Theorem 4, this yields an alternative proof of the quasi-polynomial time solvability of parity games. The space complexity of Lehtinen's method is rather high, as it works by reducing a parity game to a much bigger one, where the magnitude of the increase depends on the register index of the parity game under consideration.
In this section, we propose two new complexity measures that are naturally derived from the update statistics games discussed in this paper. We call these the forward au-index and the backward au-index. These indices are informally defined as the minimum length of the witness that we need to track in order to establish whether one of the two players wins the antagonistic update game (using, respectively, forward and backward evaluation of the witness). For the backward auindex, we show that we may then slightly adapt our progress measure algorithm such that (roughly stated) it lifts only up to witnesses that do not use the indices exceeding . Using Theorem 4, taking for |W| the upper bound |C| , we establish that we can solve such a game in time O(n m|C| ) and space O(n 2 log |C| + m log + m log log |C|). For the forward au-index, we relate it to the register index by showing that it is always at least as high as the register index. As the forward au-index is at most log n + 1, this yields an alternative proof of the upper bound of log n + 1, which was shown in [26] using an entirely different argument.
Let us first precisely define the antagonistic update index. This index is naturally obtained by considering that the roles of players even and odd can be swapped, and that the antagonistic update game defined in Sect. 6 can be run relative to player Odd just as well as player Even. We refer to these two games as the even antagonistic update game and the odd antagonistic update game. If player Even cannot force a win in the even antagonistic update game, then player Odd has a strategy such that every play results in a witness b where value(b) ≤ e. In particular, something even stronger may be the case: The odd player may have a strategy such that every play results in a witness with a value much lower than e. When the odd player uses such a strategy, every play will result in a witness where the highest indices of the witness are always set to _. A symmetric situation occurs in the odd antagonistic update game when the odd player cannot force a win. The antagonistic update index is defined as the least index such that the winning player has a strategy such that in either the odd or even antagonistic update game it holds that every play results in a witness b where b = _.
Definition 3
Let P be a parity game with a specified starting vertex. The backward (forward) antagonistic update index (au-index) of P is defined as follows.
-If player Odd wins P, then is defined as the least index for which odd has a strategy σ such that for each prefix p of each play ρ that is consistent with σ , the backward (forward) evaluation of p using the antagonistic update rule au results in a witness b where b = _. -Similarly, if player Even wins P, then is defined as the least index for which even has a strategy σ such that for each prefix p of each play ρ that is consistent with σ , the backward (forward) evaluation of ρ using the odd player equivalent of the antagonistic update rule au results in a witness b where b = _.
The global backward (forward) au-index of a parity game is defined as the highest backward (forward) au-index with respect to any starting vertex.
Let us first give an example of a parity game for which it holds that there are many vertices and colours, but has a low global forward and backward au-index: Let our parity game consist of an arbitrary number of disjoint directed 4-cycles, all with disjoint colours such that the ith cycle has colours 4i, 4i + 1, 4i + 2, 4i + 3 on its respective vertices, so that the maximum colour of each cycle is odd. Since each vertex has a single outgoing arc, in this parity game it is irrelevant which player controls which vertex. It can now straightforwardly be shown that when playing the forward antagonistic update game from any starting vertex, the values of the witness at indices exceeding 1 always remain _. Due to the various details in the definition of the antagonistic update rule, showing this formally would require a somewhat analysis, although the core reason for this being true lies in the fact that the dominating colour of the play is encountered once every four vertices in any prefix of any play of this parity game. A similar argument can moreover be made for the backward version of the antagonistic update game. This leads us to the conclusion that the global forward and backward au-index of this family of example parity games is 2.
We will use the symbol to refer to the forward or backward au-index of a parity game. By definition of , there exists a strategy for the winning player that prevents the losing player's update statistics from reaching a witness in which any index of or higher is used. We refer to such a strategy as a certificate strategy for the (forward or backward) au-index.
Definition 4
Let P be a parity game with a specified starting vertex and let ( ) be the forward (backward) au-index of P. A certificate strategy for the forward (backward) au-index is a strategy τ of the winning player such that for all plays ρ in agreement with τ , for every prefix p of ρ, the forward (backward) evaluation of p according to the losing player's antagonistic update rule results in a witness b satisfying
The following theorem shows that parity games with a low global backward au-index can be solved in a time that is much faster than the quasi-polynomial worst-case bounds given in Sect. 8.
Theorem 7
A parity game P where the colour set is C and the global backward au-index is can be solved in time O(n m|C| ) and space O(n 2 log |C| + m log + m log log |C|).
Proof If we know , we may run the value iteration algorithm of Sect. 7, with the following adaptation: when in an iteration i we encounter a vertex v with ι i (v) = _, we lift the vertex immediately to the witness won in iteration i + 1. Observe that the resulting progress measure at iteration i +1 is still less than ι min with respect to the partial order in the lattice defined by pointwise comparison, thus the final progress measure found by the algorithm will still be the minimal consistent progress measure. Observe that since all witnesses encountered in the algorithm have the value _ on indices at least , the number of witnesses |W| with which the algorithm effectively works is (|C| + 1) , so it runs in time O(nm|C| ) and space O(n log |C| + m log + m log log |C|) by Theorem 4.
If is unknown, we may proceed as follows. We run the above adaptation of the progress measure algorithm iteratively for all possible values of , starting at = 1 and incrementing at each iteration. In each iteration, we run two instances I even and I odd of this algorithm in parallel: The witnesses of I even are witnesses of the even antagonistic update game and the witnesses of I odd are witnesses of the odd antagonistic update game. Let the respective outputs of these two algorithms be ι min,even and ι min,odd , which are, by definition, the minimum consistent progress measures corresponding to the even and odd antagonistic update games under the assumption that the global au-index of P is .
It is now easy to check whether we have run our progress measure algorithm for the correct choice of : from the output of the algorithms we may define two sets of vertices V odd and V even , where V odd is the set of vertices v such that ι min,even = won, and V even is the set of vertices v such that ι min,odd = won. If is chosen correctly, then ι min,even is the minimum consistent progress measure with respect to the even antagonistic update statistics, so V odd is the set of vertices where player Odd wins and the proof of Lemma 17 provides a constructive linear time algorithm for obtaining a memoryless winning strategy σ for player Odd on V odd . Likewise, from i min,odd we may obtain a memoryless winning strategy τ for player even on
is not a valid pair of memoryless winning strategies, then is not the correct value of the global au-index, so we may increment and repeat the process. Otherwise, we have found the correct pair of memoryless winning strategies and thereby solved the parity game and found the correct value of .
For completeness, we mention that it is easy to algorithmically check whether a memoryless strategy for a given player on a given set of vertices V is winning: just remove from the graph all the arcs that are controlled by the player but that are not in the strategy. Clearly, the strategy is winning if and only if the subgraph induced by V contains no cycle where the highest priority corresponds to the opposing player.
The time complexity of this procedure is as follows. Let now be the correct progress measure. This algorithm runs through 2 executions of the adapted version of our progress measure algorithm, where in each iteration it uses at most (|C| + 1) witnesses. Therefore, by Theorem 4, the complete procedure takes time O(n m|C| ) and space O(n 2 log |C|+ m log + m log log |C|).
Note that the above proof also implies that there always exist memoryless strategies for the players that are certificate strategies for the global backward au-index of a parity game, which can be found within the specified time and space bounds.
Lehtinen's register index provides an alternative measure of complexity for solving a parity game, and it is defined as follows. First, we define a register game with k registers on a given parity game. In such a game, play proceeds as usual, and additionally one of the players, say even, has some control over k registers, each containing a colour or the value −1 and are re-ordered at each step of the game. Initially all registers contain the value −1 and are sorted arbitrarily. Each time the token is moved (either by the even or the odd player) to a new vertex having some colour c, the content of each register r is set to max{c, b}, where b is the current content of register r . Each time the token moves, the even player may additionally choose one of these registers and reset it to −1. At each step, registers are re-ordered non-decreasingly according to their content, breaking ties arbitrarily, effectively meaning that the register that is reset gets taken out of the ordering and gets inserted at the lowest position (i.e. position 1) in the ordering. The winning condition is as follows, assuming player Even controls the registers (otherwise, switch the roles of even and odd): Player Odd wins if player Even only resets registers finitely often. If player Even resets registers infinitely often, then let r be the highest rank in the ordering at which registers are reset infinitely often and let x be the number of times that a register with an odd number is reset at rank r . Player Even wins the register game if and only if x is finite.
The register index for a parity game (with specified starting position) is defined as the least number of registers k such that the winning player of the parity game wins the kregister game in which the winning player is in control of the registers.
Lehtinen shows that the k-register game, for any k, is in turn equivalent to a parity game of 2k + 1 colours and 4n|C| k vertices. The author also shows that k ≤ log(n +1) and these facts together imply that parity games can be solved in quasipolynomial time.
The register index has been introduced with the purpose of providing a measure of complexity of solving a parity game. Therefore, we are interested in the question whether the register index relates in some way to the required size of the witness generated by our antagonistic update rule, and to that end we prove next that the register index is always at most the value of both the forward and backward au-indices.
The first lemma we need involves the witnesses generated by forward evaluation of the play. It shows the following, informally stated: In the forward antagonistic update statistics game corresponding to the losing player, if we inspect the value at the largest index of the witness where update rule 2 (according to Definition 1) is applied infinitely often with a colour of the winning player, the highest colour that is encountered infinitely often at that index is the winning colour of the play. Proof We may assume without loss of generality that we are given a parity game in which the winning player is odd, and we consider evaluating a play ρ = (v 1 , v 2 , . . .) with the even antagonistic update statistics. The play ρ induces an infinite sequence of witnesses (b 1 , b 2 , . . .) , where b i is the witness obtained after forward evaluation of the prefix (v 1 , . . . , v i )  of ρ, starting from witness (_, . . . , _) .
The definition of the antagonistic update rule and Definition 1 together with Corollary 1 imply that at each step i of the play, the witness b i is updated by selecting a -higher witness d i and subsequently applying update rule 1 or 2 on it. From Corollary 2, it follows that if update rule 1 is applied on d i , then for the resulting witness b i+1 it holds that b i+1 b i .
Our sequence of witnesses resulting from ρ never attains the value won, which implies that for generating the infinite sequence of witnesses (b 1 , b 2 , . . .), update rule 2 is used infinitely often. (If update rule 2 would only be used finitely often, then there would be some point in the sequence after which solely update rule 1 is used, but by the strong monotonicity we just established for the latter operation, that would mean that the value won is reached after a finite number of iterations, which is a contradiction.)
Let c be the highest colour occurring infinitely often in ρ, which must be an odd colour. Let j be the maximal index for which update rule 2 is applied at index j infinitely often. Note that the definition of j implies that there is a point i in the play such that in the suffix of the play from element i onward, no index exceeding j is ever modified: First there certainly exists a point i such that from step i onward rule 2 is never applied at any index exceeding j. Thus from i onward, any modification of the witness at any index exceeding j must be at steps i such that rule 1 is used on d i . We then combine the following:
-the definition of the -relation, -the fact that at such a step i there is an index exceeding j at which the value -increases (using the definition of update rule 1 and the definition of the antagonistic choice d i ), -the fact that applications of rule 2 do not modify any index exceeding j, from which we conclude that steps where update rule 1 is used, and where an index exceeding j is modified, cannot occur infinitely often. This implies the existence of i. We may also assume that there is a step after which no colour higher than c ever occurs, hence we may assume that i also satisfies that property. Next, let c be the highest colour such that rule 2 is applied infinitely often on c at index j. We may assume that there is a step after which rule 2 is never applied at index j on any colour higher than c , and we assume that i also satisfies that property. We refer to steps where rule 2 is applied on c at index j as dominant. Finally, we assume that at iteration i, the witness b i does not hold value _ at index j and a dominant step has occurred at least once. Note that this implies that at every point after i, index j does not hold the value _ and holds either an even value or an odd value of c or less. We restrict our attention to the suffix of ρ starting at step i. Suppose for contradiction that c < c. Then, after each step i ≥ i where c occurs, there is a colour c ≥ c at index j of the witness, which must be an even colour, as we established that index j cannot hold odd colours greater than c from step i onward. Since after such a step eventually a dominant step i > i occurs, this means that in between i and i , the value at index j decreases to a value c < c , which can only be achieved through some minimal step i with i ≤ i < i , where update rule 1 is applied at index j and b i = d i . Since index j of the witness contains an even value of c at step i , we conclude that the value of index j is even and at least c at step i ; a contradiction with the fact that update rule 1 is only applied on indices where the witness contains a non-even value. Therefore, c = c , which proves the claim. 1 The following lemma shows that the register index of a parity game is at most the forward au-index . Its proof makes use of Lemma 20 in order to design a strategy for the associated register game with registers controlled by the winning player.
Theorem 8
Let P be a parity game with specified starting vertex and let be the forward au-index of P. Then the register index of P is at most .
Proof We show that the winning player of P can force a win in the register game on P with registers. Assume that player Odd is the winning player, and let τ be a certificate strategy of player Odd for the forward au-index. We define a strategy for player Odd in the register game over P, where the odd player controls registers: Player Odd moves the token through the graph exactly as τ prescribes. For each move, player Odd tracks how the witness resulting from the even forward antagonistic update rule is updated. Depending on the antagonistic update rule applied at the last move, player Odd resets a register as follows, where we recall that indices of the witness are numbered starting from 0 and registers are numbered starting from 1:
-If update rule 2 was applied, and the colour c to which the token was moved was odd, then let j < be the index of the witness that was updated to colour c. The odd player resets register j + 1. -Otherwise, (if the colour c to which the token was moved was even, or if update rule 1 was applied), the odd player does not reset any register.
Using Lemma 20, it is quite straightforward to establish that this strategy forces the odd player a win in the register game: Consider any play ρ that agrees with τ and let the index j < be defined as in Lemma 20. The lemma states that index j of the witness is updated infinitely often to the highest infinitely often occurring colour of ρ by means of applications of update rule 2. By our definition of the strategy of player Odd in the register game, register j + 1 is reset infinitely often with the highest infinitely often occurring colour in it, which is an odd colour. Moreover, no register exceeding j + 1 is reset infinitely often by definition of j.
It remains to prove that register j +1 is not reset an infinite number of times when it contains an even colour. To prove that, we define t as the earliest point in the play ρ such that up to step t there has been at least one update of type 2 at index j of the witness on the highest infinitely often occurring colour, and moreover, from t onward there occurs no colour exceeding the highest infinitely often occurring colour, and no index of the witness that exceeds j is ever modified. We now need the following insight about the play ρ.
Proposition 1 Suppose that x ≥ t is a time step at which an even colour c is held at index j of the witness, and let x > x be the earliest time step at which update rule 2 is used at index j on an odd colour c . Then c > c.
Proof By definition of the antagonistic update rule and by the fact that in between x and x , update rule 2 is not used at index j on an odd number, we conclude that any update of the witness in between x and x either leaves the value at index j unchanged or -increases the value of the witness at index j to a higher even number. Therefore, at time step x update rule 2 is applied on an odd colour c > c.
Let i and i be two steps where t ≤ i < i such that τ prescribes to reset register j + 1 in steps i and i , and register j + 1 is not reset in between i and i . Let c be the colour occurring at step i . Suppose for contradiction that there is a even colour c occurring in between steps i and i such that c > c , and let i be the corresponding step at which this happens. Index j of the witness at step i (after updating it with colour c ) must then contain a colour of c or higher, but by the proposition above that would imply that c > c ; a contradiction. We therefore establish the following: For any colour c occurring after t in between two consecutive type 2 updates at index j of the witness on odd colours c and c , respectively, it holds that c is not even if c > c . From the definition of the register resetting strategy τ it then directly follows that after time step t, the number of times register j + 1 is reset with an even number containing it is 0, and thus the total number of times that register j + 1 is reset with an even number containing it is t, which is finite.
Therefore, register j + 1 is the highest register that is reset infinitely often and register j +1 is reset only a finite number of times with an even number contained in it. This implies that player Odd is guaranteed to win the register game with strategy τ . The number of registers used is at most the number of indices of the witness that are modified throughout the play, which proves the claim. The above bound additionally provides us with an alternative proof of the fact that the register index is at most log n + 1: Because the highest index of a witness does not exceed log n , the forward au-index is at most log n +1, which means that the register index is at most log n + 1 by Theorem 8.
Corollary 7
The register index of a parity game with n vertices is at most log n + 1.
In relation to the register index, we leave open a few interesting problems: First of all, we wonder if it is possible to complement our lower bound on the forward au-index by a corresponding upper bound in terms of the register index. Secondly, we hope to achieve a similar result for the backward au-index, which would be insightful with respect to the value iteration algorithm of Sect. 7, where the progress measure was defined using backward evaluation. The challenge for obtaining such a result seems to be to obtain useful insights by which we can conveniently relate a backward play (forming the witness) to the corresponding forward play (forming the register configuration).
Lower bounds
In this section, we introduce a family of examples, on which the basic update game from [6] is slow. (Recall that these original rules restrict the use of Lemma 3 to even colours. Adjusting the example is not hard, but effectively disallows to make effective use of b 0 .)
The example is a single player game, which is drawn best as a ring. In this example, the losing player, player Odd, can draw out his loss. The vertices of the game have name and colour 1, . . . , 2n. They are all owned by player Odd. There is always an edge to the next vertex (in the modulo ring). Additionally, there is an edge back to 1 from all vertices with even name (and colour). Figure 2 depicts the example for n = 2.
Obviously, all runs are winning for player Even. We show how player Odd can, when starting in vertex 1, produce a play, such that forward updates produce all witnesses that use only _ and even numbers. We first observe that every value 2i −1 is overwritten after the next move in a play by 2i in a witness b.
The strategy of player Odd to create a long path is simple. We consider three cases.
If, in the current witness b = b k , . . . , b 0 , we have b 0 = _ and the token is at a position 2i, then moving to 1, and thus next to 2, results in the next witness without odd entries larger than b.
If b 0 = _, then we have that b 0 = 2i, and b has no smaller entries than 2i. If all of these entries are consecutively on the right of b, then we obtain the next witness without odd entries larger than b by going through 2i + 1 to 2i + 2. Player Odd therefore chooses to continue by moving the token to vertex 2i + 1 in this case.
Otherwise, there is a rightmost b j = _, such that right of it are only entries 2i (for all h < j, b h = 2i), and there is also a 2i value to the left (for some h > j, b h = 2i). Then the next witness without odd entries larger than b is obtained by replacing b j by 2 and all entries to its right by _. This can be obtained by going to vertex 1 and, subsequently, to vertex 2. Player Odd therefore chooses to continue by moving the token to vertex 1 in this case.
Implementation
We implemented our algorithm in C++ and tested its performance on Mac OS X with 1.7 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 4 GB of RAM. We then compared it with the small progress measure algorithm [22] , Zielonka's recursive algorithm [41] , the classic strategy improvement algorithm [39] as implemented in the PGSolver version 4.0 [14, 16] , and the implementation [37] of an alternative recently developed succinct progress measure algorithm from [20] . We tested their performance, with timeout set to two minutes, on around 250 different parity games of various sizes generated using PGSolver. These examples include the following classes.
-Friedmann's trap examples [17] , which show exponential lower bound for the classic strategy improvement algorithm; -random parity games of size s, ranging from 100 to 10,000 that were generated using PGSolver's command steadygame s 1 6 1 6 (for each s we generated ten instances);
-recursive ladder construction [18] generated using PGSolver's command recursiveladder.
PGSolver implements several optimisation steps before the algorithm of choice is invoked. These include SCC (Strongly Connected Component) decomposition, detection of special cases, priority compression, and priority propagation as described in [16] . To illustrate this, the small progress measures algorithm in PGSolver was able to solve all Friedmann's trap examples in 0.01 s when using these optimisations. However, without these optimisations, it failed to terminate within the set timeout of two minutes. As our aim was to compare different algorithms and not the heuristics or preprocessing steps involved, we invoked PGSolver with options "-dgo -dsd -dlo -dsg" to switch off some of these optimisation steps. We believe this gives a better and fairer picture of the relative performance of these algorithms. Some of these optimisations are embedded in the algorithms themselves and cannot be switched off. For example, the small progress measure algorithm implemented in PGSolver starts off with the computation of maximal values that may ever need to be considered [16] . In future, we plan to include these optimisation preprocessing techniques into our tool as well. The more interesting results of our tests are presented in Table 1 . As expected, our algorithm is outperformed by strategy improvement and recursive algorithm on randomly generated examples. Our algorithm is very fast on Friedmann's trap examples, because player Odd wins from all nodes and a fixed point is reached very quickly using a small number of entries in the witnesses; see Fig. 3 at the end of the paper. Finally, we tested the algorithms on the recursive ladder construction, which is a class of examples for which the recursive algorithm runs in exponential time. As expected, the small progress measure and the recursive algorithm fail to terminate for examples as small as 250 nodes. Our algorithm as well as the classic strategy improvement solved these instances very quickly. Interestingly, the worst performing algorithm is [20] , which currently has the best theoretical upper bound on its running time. The most likely reason for this is that their single step of the value iteration is a lot more complicated than ours. As a result, even if fewer steps are required to reach a fixed point, the algorithm performs badly as each step is a lot slower. In conclusion, our algorithm complements quite well the existing well-established algorithms for parity games and can be faster than any of them depending on the class of examples being considered.
The implementation of our algorithm along with all the examples that we used in this comparison is available at https://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/~dominik/parity/.
Further investigations were done to compare the above implementation of our basic au-value iteration algorithm of Sect. 7 with the modified au-value iteration algorithm of Table 1 Running times (in seconds) of the four algorithms tested: the quasi-polynomial time (QPT) algorithm presented in this paper, small progress measure (SPM), Zielonka's recursive algorithm (REC), the classic strategy improvement (CSI), and the implementation [37] of the quasi-polynomial time algorithm (JL'17) from [20] Example Sect. 9 (as described in Theorem 7). This modified algorithm takes a value , starting at = 0 and in each iteration runs the basic au-value iteration algorithm from the perspective of both players, with witnesses of length (i.e. the progress measure used has indices at each vertex). If the two minimal progress measures that are output yield a consistent pair of winning strategies for the two players, then the algorithm terminates and this pair of strategies is output. Otherwise, is incremented and the next iteration starts. We focus on how the basic algorithm behaves on examples similarly to those from Sect. 10 and whether the improvements in the modified algorithm overcome this problem. The experimental data below have been obtained by running our modified algorithm on a virtual machine (Solaris zone) running on an Oracle Sparc T7-1 with an 1 M7 CPU and 256 GB RAM. In the below tables, the runtime is rounded upwards to the next full number of seconds. The corresponding C programs were compiled with the option gcc -O3 progname.c on UNIX.
In Sect. 10, we established that the original quasipolynomial time algorithm as well as our basic version of the au-value iteration algorithm do not perform well on certain types of games. Indeed, even a game with a large number of colours partitioned over the set of vertices into singletons is already difficult for these algorithms to handle, as Table 2 shows.
If a game has 30 even-coloured nodes, then this implementation of the basic au-value iteration algorithm tracks in the winning statistics a witness that has one index more than with 29 even-coloured nodes, which explains the runtime difference for the game with 60 nodes and 55 colours, compared to the game with 60 nodes and 40 colours. For a comparison, the modified au-value iteration algorithm of Sect. 9 has a much better performance: For this modified algorithm, the task is almost trivial (as for most other parity game solvers), even when the number of nodes is much larger than the instances used in Table 2 , as shown in Table 3 :
Next, let us study our algorithms on the games from Sect. 10, and let k be the number of colours for each player, so that the number of nodes and number of colours is n = 2k. The number of colours is also 2k. This game is more difficult than the above and for k = 16, 17, 18, . . . , 30, that is, for n = 32, 34, 36, . . . , 60, the runtimes for our basic au-value iteration algorithm are given in Table 4 .
Another experimental question we are interested in is whether a high register index is harmful, as Lehtinen's quasipolynomial time algorithm [26] is an XP algorithm with respect to the register index of the game. The results of Sect. 9 (where we show that the forward au-index is always at least the register index) seem to suggest that indeed games with a high register index will be hard to solve using our progress measure algorithms. To test this hypothesis, we converted Lehtinen's examples for small games with high register index into a form where the weights are on the nodes and not the edges (which was the case in the original examples of [26] ). In this family of examples, all nodes are controlled by player Fig. 3 The fixed point reached when using the QPT algorithm to solve the Friedmann's trap example with 20 nodes. Square nodes belong to player Odd and circle nodes to player Even. The label of a node consists of its name, followed by its colour (in parentheses), and after a colon its witness for ι min (colour figure online) Odd, and they formed by taking as a basis instance a node with a self-loop of the lowest even colour 0. Then, the following operation is performed a number of times: A copy of the current instance along with two new colours are introduced that are higher than all previous colours (one even colour and one odd colour, where the even colour exceeds the odd colour), and the two copies are connected by two edges of which the colours are the two respective newly introduced colours. Let κ be the number of times that this operation is repeated, then there are O(2 κ ) nodes and 2κ +1 colours in the resulting instance. Even wins this parity game from all starting positions, as all cycles are dominated by an even colour. We refer to [26] for the precise details of this construction, where it is shown that for this instance the register index is κ + 1, where indeed, κ is the number of repetitions of the "expansion operation" we just sketched. Of course, instances that are edge-coloured are easy to convert to instances that are node-coloured by subdividing each edge and assigning its colour to the newly introduced node. The results of these experiments are presented in Table 5 .
Here n = 3·2 κ −2 and the colours are either 1, . . . , 2κ +1 or 2, . . . , 2κ + 2. There are two variants of the game; the second game "g2" is obtained from the first game "g1" by switching the player and incrementing all colours by one. The essential difference between the two versions is which player is tracked by the basic au-value iteration algorithm and this makes a huge difference; however, the modified auvalue iteration algorithm performs on both with only slight differences that are not visible in the above table at all (except for a small difference in the κ = 14-instance). The invariance against player swapping is expected and stems from the fact that the modified au-value iteration algorithm in either case tracks witnesses from the perspective of both players in parallel.
However, what we do find surprising to see is the very fast runtime of our adapted au-value algorithm and our basic auvalue iteration from the perspective of the losing player (the t(bas,g2)-column), for the higher choices of κ. Our Theorem 8 states that the forward au-index exceeds the register index, meaning that under forward evaluation, κ is a lower bound on the number of fields required in our witness for determining that player Even is the winner in these examples. If the forward au-index is close to the (global) backward au-index (which is the relevant one for our value iteration algorithms), then that would imply that our value iteration algorithms will have to go through roughly 2 13 iterations before any vertex is assigned a witness with any colour in its 13th coordinate, which should take much more time that the times stated in the table. A potential explanation of this phenomenon could thus be that in general the backward au-index can be very different from the forward au-index, and that in general it is not true that the register index is a lower bound on the backward auindex (contrary to the relationship we established between the register index and the forward au-index). Other factors that may contribute to the faster runtime is the asymmetry between the players with respect to the lifting operation used in the algorithm: For the "primary" player, the lifting operation is defined by taking a maximum over the antagonistic updates of the neighbouring witnesses, while for the "opposing" player, this is a minimum. Thus, swapping the roles of the two players may cause the lifting operation to progress faster through the -order on the witnesses.
One can alternatively regard Lehtinen's construction of games with high register index as a scheme where one expands any given parity game roughly by a factor 2 κ by 
